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Original Scientific paper
Abstract: If the main concern of manufacturing companies
was increasing the productivity, reliability, flexibility, and
quality of the industrial process, more recently the energy
efficiency of the production process and facilities has come
under scrutiny. To enhance the energy-efficiency of
production facilities, detailed information regarding the
production processes, heat emissions from machines,
operation level and occupancy analysis are necessary. In this
context, the present paper describes an ongoing research effort
that aims to develop a systemically integrated model of an
energy efficient production facility. In this context we
demonstrate the initial results of the implementation of an
integrated simulation approach for a specific industrial
facility. On the case study of an existing facility the different
levels of energy in-and outputs were analysed; starting from
machines and production systems, user behaviour and building
services related requirements, to the building envelope of the
facility. The collected information was further processed to
develop a new building design. This layout provides the basis
of an initial building performance simulation model. The
generated model is part of the integrated simulation approach
and used as a starting point to address the impact of different
design and building operation options on the indoor climate
and energy performance of the industrial facility. The goal of
the integrated simulation approach is to evaluate a production
facility not separately for individual mandates pertaining to
production process, building envelope, and systems, but in a
coupled and integrated fashion. Based on the results of
thermal simulation, a first life-cycle costs model is developed,
upon which the crucial points for the decision-making process
in the planning of an energy-efficient industrial facility can be
identified.
* Energetski učinkovita proizvodnja – interdisciplinarni,
sistemski pristup kroz integralnu simulaciju
Izvorni znanstveni članak
Sažetak: Među glavnim interesima proizvodnih poduzeća do
sada su bili povećanje produktivnosti, pouzdanosti,
fleksibilnosti i kvalitete industrijskog procesa, a nedavno se
pod povećalom našla i energetska učinkovitost proizvodnog
procesa i pogona. U cilju poboljšanja energetske učinkovitosti
proizvodnih pogona potrebne su detaljnije informacije o
procesu proizvodnje, izmjeni topline u strojevima i analiza
učinka i zastupljenosti pogona u radu. U tom kontekstu, ovaj
rad opisuje istraživanje koje je u tijeku i teži razvoju sustavno
integriranog modela energetski učinkovite proizvodnje u
pogonu. U tom kontekstu prikazani su početni rezultati
provedbe integriranog simulacijskog pristupa za određeni
industrijski pogon. U početnoj studiji slučaja postojećeg
pogona analizirane su različite razine ulaznih i izlaznih
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podataka o energiji; uključujući strojeve i proizvodne sustave,
ponašanja korisnika, učinkovitosti kućne tehnike te ovojnice
zgrade pogona. Prikupljeni podaci dodatno su obrađeni u cilju
razvoja novog građevinskog projekta. Prijedlog koncepcije
novog pogona pruža osnovu za prikaz početnog učinka
simulacijskog modela na zgradi. Razvijeni model je dio
integriranog simulacijskog pristupa te se koristi kao početna
točka u simulaciji utjecaja različitih koncepata organizacije
prostora i volumena zgrade, kvalitete ovojnice zgrade i kućne
tehnike na energetsku učinkovitost industrijskog pogona. Cilj
integriranog simulacijskog pristupa je procijeniti energetske
performanse proizvodnog pogona, ali ne za pojedine zadaće
koje se odnose na proces proizvodnje, ovojnicu zgrade i
sustave, nego na povezani i integrirani način. Razvijen je prvi
modela troška vijeka trajanja koji se temelji na toplinskim
simulacijama, koji je presudan u procesu donošenja odluka u
planiranju energetske učinkovitosti industrijskog pogona.

1. Introduction
Maximizing productivity has been the main objective to
be considered when planning production facilities in the
past. In this respect the reliability, flexibility, cycle time
and the quality of the production process plays a
significant role. The increasing uncertainty in energy
supply through political dependencies, corporate social
responsibility, tightening of EU regulations considering
CO2-reduction [1] and lastly the growing pressure from
the media and increasing public ecological awareness
have enhanced the inclination from maximization
towards energy efficiency and life cycle optimization.
Due to the need for flexibility, transformation ability
and the short reaction time to the rapidly changing
demands of global markets, European industry has acted
in terms of short-cycled strategies. Optimization along
life-cycle, which would prove for energy and resources
efficiency, would require a more long-term oriented
decision-making
process.
An
interdisciplinary
collaboration using a systematic, life-cycle oriented
approach therefore offers an appropriate method for
achieving energy and resource savings for industrial
processes and facilities. Therefore, we propose the
systemic-integrated approach for life-cycle optimization
of the industrial facility within the framework of the
research project INFO (Interdisciplinary Research for
Energy Efficiency in Production), at the Vienna
University of Technology, supported by the Climate and
Energy Fund. INFO aims to realize a systemically
integrated model of an energy efficient production
facility from the micro (comprising the production
process and the machine tool) to the macro level
(involving the production layout and the facility
including building elements and building services).
Thereby, the project consists of five main phases
(analysis, modelling, coupled modelling, optimization,
and implementation) in which machines, machining
processes and the building will be addressed for the
specific field of the metal cutting industry. As the final
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outcome, an integrated simulation will be developed to
serve as a managerial tool for the optimization of
energy, emissions and costs of industrial facilities and
in view of corporate strategies.

2. State of the Art
30% of worldwide energy consumption is attributable to
industry, around 28% in Germany and Austria.[2,3] The
industrial sector is largely dependent on fossil fuels,
which in a European context are for the largest part
imported; thus making European industry extremely
dependent on supply. In order to meet the EU 20-20-20
aims [4], as well as to guarantee the supply-security and
availability of energy, immediate steps are necessary.
The development of more efficient, renewable-energy
based technologies, cogeneration technologies, smart
metering and smart grids for balanced supply,
distribution and control can be seen as mid- to long term
aims for achievement of a post-carbon society, due to
the relatively slow development, though above all,
practically slow implementation.
As a short term aim, the reduction of energy
consumption in the industrial sector could be achieved
through more efficient use of resources, optimization of
process, operation and management and user behaviour
change. For this approach, powerful computer tools for
optimization and simulation of processes and energy
flows are needed.
Connolly at al [5] analyse 37 tools for the assessment of
renewable energy into various systems ranging from
single building, power-plants, up to energy-systems
including transport by electric vehicle. The authors
build up a tool-typology, identifying seven types:
simulation tools for given boundary conditions, scenario
tools, equilibrium tools balancing supply and demand,
top-down tools (macroeconomic), bottom-up (decision
support), and operation optimisation (often simulation
tools); and conclude that there is “no ideal tool” but
only after thorough problem assessment a tool or even
combination of several tools can be chosen for support
of the decision making process.
As the method for optimization of industrial energy
systems, MIND (Method for analysis of INDustrial
energy system) method is being used for total system
cost minimization, employing Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP). The MIND method is based on
the structural network of nodes and branches; where the
branches represent energy and material flows and the
nodes the conversion processes [6]. Gong [6] identifies
the lack of feedback-loops as the main limitation of the
MIND method, and proposes the MIND/F model that
includes the feedback and thus enables the recycling of
energy and materials; a model tested in the pulp and
paper industry. A Swedish tool reMIND, based on the
MIND method, developed at Division of Energy
Systems at Linköping University is used in several
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industries such as foundry, steel, pulp and paper mills
and district heating systems in order to find the optimal
operation strategy in dependence upon changing
boundary conditions, such as fuel price[7].
The mathematical MILP models were already used for
modelling and optimization of the refinery with a
cogeneration unit [8], multi-period optimization of byproduct gas in iron and steel industry [9], and
collaboration modeling between CHP plants located in
different sites [10].
For the optimisation of production processes and
material and energy flows, a discrete event simulation
(DES) is often used. DES simulates the behaviour of
events at distinct points of time. Between events nothing
happens, time does not proceed linearly but in irregular
intervals [11]. The main discrete event simulation
application areas are: material flow simulation,
manufacturing system analysis, and information flow
simulation. These applications can be decomposed into
smaller, more precise tasks to examine, e.g., inventory,
work in process, queues or transporting time. [12].
Both literature and current research suggest the
integrated approach as a viable solution for the
achievement of more sustainable solutions in the
industrial sector. The integrative approach addresses
several fields: process integration – efficient use of raw
materials, emission reduction, process operation,
energy-efficiency [13], addressing integration of the
thermodynamic
approach
and
mathematical
programming, integration of renewable energy into
energy-systems and integration of utilities and
production process. The sequential, traditional approach
still applied in the planning of industrial facilities has
been strongly criticised in terms of fitness for
achievement of energy-efficiency. The maximization of
the productivity still dictates the utilities performance
[14] as well as the structural design of industrial
processes and buildings due to the low energy prices.
Several research projects in a national and international
framework are focusing on the enhancement of energyefficiency and sustainability in production using an
integrated approach. The German research project
“Planning guideline Future Industrial Building” [15]
identifies particularly the fragmented, sequential
planning process as the weakest point in the framework.
According to the “Advanced Energy Design Guide for
Small Warehouses and Self-Storage Buildings” [16], up
to 30% of energy savings could be reached through an
integrated planning process consisting of several lifecycle stages: design – construction – acceptance –
occupancy – operation.
The Finnish project BestServ proposes the highly
integrated model “Industrial Service development” of
resources-, time- and space sharing facility as flexible
production cluster [17], visualising not only energy, but
also time and space as scarce resources. In further steps,
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the so called CMS Hotel concept is developed as a new
type of factory supporting sustainable businesses
producing “green products” through a clean production
process and optimized delivery chain. The concept is
based on a systemic and holistic approach, involving
even regional development in the context of the eco-city
[18].
In the realm of the textile industry, a comparative study
of the production processes of German and Colombian
facilities shows the importance of technology, energy
efficiency-oriented policies and management strategies
in improving energy efficiency [19]. In the metal cutting
industry, large amounts of waste heat, originating from
heat intensive processes such as hardening or
painting/coating processes, are already being used for
the heating of factories and neighbouring offices or for
warm water preparation. Projects such as Eco2cut
(Ecological and economical machining) [20] focus on
the optimization of energy consumption of the machine
and of the process. The goal of the project is the
realization of the manufacturing processes with
increased energy-efficiency from the aspect of enhanced
environmental
sustainability.
Through
detailed
measurements, the energy consumers are identified by
such distinctions as high loads in the standby mode.
This issue has also been exploited by Siemens by the so
called “Shut down factory” [21] concept where
strategies have been developed in order to reduce costs
due to the high energy consumption of energy
consumers
in
the
standby
modes
through
implementation of control and communication systems
for the shut down and start up modes.
For achievement of truly sustainable production in an
economic, ecological and social sense, it is necessary to
redefine the system and time limits towards mid- and
long term strategies; instead of short time horizons as
currently still is the practice. The US study on the
implementation of the recommended measures for the
improvement of energy efficiency shows that “… the
probability
of
implementing
a
suggested
recommendation to a company is mainly dependent on
the recommendation's payback period as it is found that
64% of the implemented recommendations have a
payback period of 1 year or less” [22].
There is a large gap between the research results and
proposed models and the actual needs and possibly of
implementation in the industry. As Agha et al point out
[13], the implementation of the integrated approach in
practice requires extensive use of computer aided tools
and intensive communication of different levels of
management; which might both be perceived as
obstacles in centralised organizational structures.
Bunse et all [23], go even further in their study of the
integration of energy-efficiency measurements in
production management, concluding that the existing
solutions in the literature contrast with the industry
needs; the existing tools for measurement, control, and
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the improvement of manufacturing processes are
generally not suitable for energy management in the
production of the company, plant or process level due to
the lack of practicability and comprehensiveness. New
approaches should be developed, based on the extension
of the scope of simulation tools towards: sensor
technology and monitoring software, evaluation of
performance data, and management concepts for
improvement of strategies. The integration of
management concepts with energy-efficiency as a
strategic factor together with technology, in
collaboration with academic research and industry are
the necessary steps for the achievement of sustainable
production.

3. Scope of study and method
Within this paper the potential benefits of coupled
simulation will be explored based on an illustrative
parametric simulation case study including a life-cycle
cost analysis of an industrial production facility. The
goal of the INFO project is to evaluate a production
facility not separately for individual mandates
pertaining to production process, building envelope, and
systems, but in a coupled and integrated fashion.
Therefore, multiple sub-models including the
production process, the thermal performance of the
building, the HVAC (heating, ventilation, air
conditioning) systems, and the management instruments
will be generated. For data exchange between the
separate models, the "Building Controls Virtual Test
Bed" (BCVTB) [38] will be considered within a
continuous,
dynamic
simulation.
Especially
advantageous is this type of simulation for the building
simulation due to disturbances such as user behaviour,
or longer time constants like weather data. The
continuous simulation can be carried out over longer
time horizons, thus enabling the long-term scenario
evaluation. In this way, long-term benefits such as ecoefficiency can be generated, opposed to the short-term
oriented ROI, as a traditional decision-making
parameter. Integrated simulation is a decision
supporting tool for the planning of new energy- and
resources efficient facilities, whereas the most existing
models optimise the existing manufacturing process.
The analysis of production processes and energy
profiles of the existing facility was used for the
definition of the parameters for the design of a new
facility, which again served as the generic model for
thermal building performance simulation. Based on the
results of thermal building simulations (several
scenarios involving different façade types and
operational schemes), the first life-cycle costs (LCC)
model was developed, upon which the crucial points for
the decision-making process in the planning of the
energy-efficient industrial facility could be identified.
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Figure 1 shows the research steps and analysis, as well
as the first simulations carried out in this study, which
will serve as sub-models for the integrated simulation.
As a starting point, the case of the existing facility was
analysed in terms of work flows (delivery, storage, and
production), energy flows (consumption, waste heat),
emissions (oil, dust, humidity, noise, and heat losses),
and occupancy parameters (working hours and shifts for
offices and production). Measurements of the heat
emissions from the machines (lasers, machine centres,
etc.) were conducted over a period of multiple weeks.
The collected information was further processed to
develop an adequate layout for the new industrial
facility, which was carried out through Building
Information Modelling (BIM)[24].
The generated model provides the basis for the initial
building performance simulation and is used to address
the impact of different design options (façade types,
window to wall ratio, roof options, HVAC systems, etc.)
and building operation options (ventilation strategies,
window shading, lighting control, etc.) on the indoor
climate, comfort ramifications (thermal and visual) and
energy performance of the industrial facility. Initial
results show the potential in the reduction of the heating
and cooling loads of the aforementioned production
facility via the proper configuration of building design
features.
The predicted implications of these options (specified in
terms of scenarios) for savings in building's heating and
cooling demand (minimized according to costs) can thus
be evaluated and compared with possible higher
investment costs for building construction (in this case
the building envelope). In the first exploration of lifecycle costs, several options of facades were calculated
in terms of life-cycle using the alternatives-evaluation
approach.
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Figure 1. Research model
Slika 1. Model istraživanja

4. Analysis of an existing production
facility
An important factor in improving the energetic
performance of production facilities is the consideration
of thermal loads emitted into the building by the
machines and the machining processes. Assessments of
various metalworking machines and lasers were
performed by the Institute of Production Engineering
and Laser Technology (IFT) in order to analyze the
energy distribution within the machine tools, quantify
the amounts of emitted heat and to identify the key
potential areas for improvement.
4.1. Background

production facility. As studies by the IFT on the topic of
energy flows within the machine tools have confirmed,
the only fraction of the machining energy that goes into
a chip and is not converted into heat is the energy of the
plastic work associated with the chip deformation
[25].This fraction can be assumed to vary between 3 and
30% of the machining energy, as depicted in Figure 2
[26], [27].
The energy that is required in chip formation is far from
the total energy required in production. For these
processes, additional energy must be provided to power
auxiliary equipment for work piece handling, cutting
fluid handling, chip handling, tool changers, computers,
cooling equipment and machine lubrication systems
[28],[29].

Machinery for metalworking (e.g. milling and turning)
acts as a considerable heat source in a

Figure 2. Energy flow in a machine tool during the machining process
Slika 2. Energetski tok u alatnom stroju tijekom postupka strojne obrade
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By accounting for these factors, it can be assumed that
between 70 and 97% of the total net energy for the
machining of a part is converted into heat, since energy
cannot be stored within the machine tool. This
transformation occurs along the components of the
power train, with losses of energy mainly due to friction
and electrical resistance, shown in Fig 3. With regard to
the chip formation itself, the build-up of heat takes place
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at the chip formation zones, due to deformation and
friction processes.
By considering the machining time in metalworking, the
fraction of the plastic work is reduced even further. In
general it can be assumed that all of the electrical
energy input in a production facility in metal processing
(machining and laser cutting) will subsequently be
emitted into the factory in the form of heat.

Figure 3. Energy transformation in machine components
Slika 3. Pretvorba energije u strojnim dijelovima

4.2. Analysis
Within the research project "INFO" an existing
production facility in the area of metalworking has been
analysed with the objective of assessing the influence of
heat emissions from the machinery. To integrate this
dynamic interaction into the model, a method of
recomposing individual measurements to production
scenarios that describe the emitted heat as a function of
the electricity consumption has been developed at the
IFT. To reproduce these scenarios from measurements,
the following data is of importance:
− machining intensity and machine usage

− number of shifts
Data regarding the production process, machines, shifts
and operating schedules, occupancy, electricity
consumption and production output was therefore
collected; Figure 4 illustrates how this data is integrated.
The recomposed scenarios allow us to model the energy
consumption of the machinery under current
circumstances and also to forecast future consumption
and the associated heat emissions.
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Figure 4. Machining scenario components
Slika 4. Scenariji dijelova strojne obrade

4.3 Measurements
In order to assign energy profiles to the machinery,
measurements were conducted for individual machines
that were of particular interest, and also for the entire
train of machines of the investigated facility.

Figure 5. Measurement setup
Slika 5. Podešavanje mjerenja

The measurements were conducted using the treewattmeter principle as shown in Figure 5, by
simultaneous measurement of the current and the
voltage of all three phases, therefore also allowing the
accurate measurement of unbalanced loads. The time
resolution was chosen with 50 ms for measurements of
individual machines, and 1s for the measurement of the
whole machine train. The graph in Figure 6 shows the
resulting power input [kW] for a specific group of
machines. The measurement curve in Figure 6 shows
high fluctuation of the energy input, with values ranging
from 90 to 200 kW. The total energy input for the
measurement week resulted in a mean value of
approximately 80 kW. Since the utilization of the
machines during the weekend was low, the resulting
average values of approx. 110 kW for weekdays were
determined after the measurement was weighted
accordingly. As noted above, other data from the
management allowed a more exact estimate of the
appropriate weighting and the energy requirements in
certain production scenarios.
The same concept was applied for other machine
groups, corresponding to the building zones in order to
model the thermal loads generated by the machinery.
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Figure 6. Power measurement over one week
Slika 6. Izmjerena snaga tijekom jednog tjedna

5. Design of new facility
A parametric 3D model allowing the representation of
interactive, data-rich elements was used for the
modelling of an “ideal” facility using BIM software
tools. These were chosen due to the numerous identified
advantages such as improvement of the collective
understanding of design intent by 69% through BIM
implementation, and improved interoperability between
software applications by 76% [30]. The planning
parameters for the new facility were based on a
collection of tangible (quantitative) and intangible
(qualitative) data. The tangible data related to the
energy demand, diverse emissions, machine floor
layout, occupancy profiles, and quantitative space
demands were gathered in the case-analysis of the
existing facility. The intangible data such as
functionally, corporate identity, space qualities, and
future development was collected through a client
briefing process. The client briefing resulted in the
following planning aims:
− Maximization of communication among the
areas for research and development (R&D) and
the production hall.
− High flexibility of production areas – modular
principle – due to the flexibility of the production

process and very short product life cycles; the
specialized production areas must be able to
adopt new or even completely different functions
and uses with minimal re-fitting effort. For
example, the area for metal cutting must be
transformable into storage if necessary.
− Expandability of the production facility as well
of office and R&D spaces – since the specific
company is constantly growing, the expansion
phases have to be considered already in the predesign. In close relationship to this aspect,
special focus is to be paid to recyclable and
reusable façade.
After the briefing process, a functional and spatial
program, in the form of a list of areas proposed; upon
which an ideal layout (organizational chart) depicting
the areas, relations between spatial units and functions
has been developed. Finally, a real layout, considering
the location and infrastructure together with building
orientation and micro-climatic conditions was compiled
(Figure 7).The proposed solution consists of an office
block facing north, with production hall continuing on
the vertical axis. The office block with the main
entrance for employees and customers is oriented
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towards the neighbourhood, consisting of mainly
offices. In this way, the shortest routes from parking
spaces and public transportation (underground) are
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enabled as well as preventing noise and emissions from
being expelled towards the neighbourhood (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Diagram of the planning process for new facility
Slika 7. Dijagram procesa planiranja novog pogona

The innovative aspect represents the introduction of the
“bridge” – R&D offices suspended directly in the
production hall, enabling direct visibility but also over
the short distance, a personal connection to the
production. The flexibility is maximized through
modular construction of 15 x 15 meter modules.
Expansion in both the east and west directions is
possible (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Site plan of the specific industrial facility
Slika 8. Tlocrt novog industrijskog pogona
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Figure 9. Floor Layout
Slika 9. Tlocrt funkcionalne organizacije
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The shed roof-construction allows maximum daylight
through glass surfaces oriented northwards, whereas
slopes towards the south offer surfaces for PV and solar
energy production. In this way, north light is brought
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into the hall, which prevents summer overheating
(Figure 10). Small atria through the communication
bridge could be used as social spaces, but also for
nightly cooling.

Figure 10. Longitudinal Section
Slika 10. Uzdužni presjek

6. Building performance simulation study
To illustrate the process, a layout option was developed
for the aforementioned model building (see Figure 8).
This layout provides the basis of the respective thermal
performance simulation model. Toward this end, model
input assumptions are made according to the following
structure:
1. Geometry and "Semantic" properties of the building
elements and components (e.g. thermal conductivity,
density, and specific heat capacity of components'
constitutive layers)
2. Internal gains, i.e. heat emission rates associated with
people, lighting sources, and – particularly important in
the present case – of machines and devices for industrial
production. Our initial exploration in this domain
illustrates a significant lack of available empirical
information regarding the heat emission associated with
industrial machines and processes (together with
information regarding the operation schedules of such
equipment). These unknown rates, however, have a
significant impact on the simulation results (e.g. heating
and cooling demands) and must thus be carefully
represented in the building simulation models.
3. Systems: HVAC systems can be modelled at different
levels of detail and resolution. In the initial optimization
phase, such systems may be represented in terms of
aggregate efficiency parameters. At a subsequent stage,
such systems will be modelled in more detail.
4. Weather data: To run the simulations, a detailed
(hourly) weather file is used [31].
For the above mentioned sample building, geometry and
construction data provide the basis for the generation of
a thermal simulation model [32]. The industrial facility

is assumed to operate in three shifts, namely, shift 1
from 6 am to 2 pm, shift 2 from 2 pm to 10 pm, and
shift 3 from 10 pm to 6 am. Assumed input data
regarding U-values, maintained illumination levels, and
set-point temperatures are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation input data pertaining to U-values of
constructions, illumination levels and gains, and set-point
temperature
Tablica 1. Simulacija ulaznih podataka koji se odnose na Uvrijednosti ovojnice zgrade, razinu osvjetljenosti,
U-value roof/U-vrijednost krova [W.m-2.K-1]
0.2
U-value floor/ U-vrijednost poda [W.m-2.K-1]
0.26
U-value window/ U-vrijednost prozora [W.m-2.K-1]
1.6
U-value roof lights/
1.3
U-vrijednost krovnih prozora [W.m-2.K-1]
Maintained illumination level/
250
Razina održavanja osvjetljenosti [lx]
Internal gains (lighting)/
12
Unutarnji dobici (rasvjeta) [W.m-2]
Set-point heating during occupancy/
18
Podešena temperatura grijanja za vrijeme
korištenja prostora [°C]
Set-point heating set back/
12
Podešena temperatura
grijanja
smanjenog
intenziteta[°C]
Set-point cooling during occupancy/
28
Podešena temperatura hlađenja za vrijeme
korištenja prostora [°C]
Set-point cooling set back/
32
Podešena temperatura hlađenja smanjenog
intenziteta [°C]
unutarnje dobitke i potrebne vrijednosti temperature
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Table 2. Simulation input data pertaining to internal gains and
occupancy
Tablica 2. Simulacija ulaznih podataka koji se odnose na
unutarnje toplinske dobitke i intenzitet korištenja

Figure 11. Plan of the industrial facility
Slika 11. Plan industrijskog pogona

The industrial hall was divided into 4 main areas: Area
1 is dedicated to the assembly of the end products. This
area is assumed to accommodate small equipment such
as drilling machines. In Area 2, six laser machines are
accommodated which operate 5 days per week. Area 3
contains production equipment. Area 4 consists of office
areas and associated service areas. Figure 10 shows the
four areas marked on the floor plan.
Heat emission rates were summarized based on the one
week of measurement period. The resulting values are
summarized in Table 2.
Parametric simulations were used to compute the
relative impact of various options and measure the
differences in the energy demand of the industrial
facility. Such options included façade type, glazing area,
shading, lighting control, and natural ventilation.
Accordingly, a number of scenarios were generated, as
summarized in Table 3. These scenarios differ in terms
of façade type, window area (in terms of the percentage
of glazing in the façade), the assumed air change rate
(with effective air change rates ranging from 0.2 to 1 h1), as well as the presence or absence of lighting and
shading controls. The lighting control scheme operates
the electric lights according to the availability of
daylight, and maintains an indoor illumination level of
250 lx. The shading control option operates the shades
once the incident irradiance on the façade goes beyond
120 W.m-². Descriptions of different façade types are
summarized in Table 4.

Area/Površina

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Office
area/
Površina
Ureda

Area [m²]
Nr. of zones/
Broj područja
Hours of operation per
day/
Radni sati u danu
WeekHeat
days
emission
/Radni
rates/
dani
Mjera
toplinskog Weekzračenja
end/
[W.m-2]
Vikend
Area per person/
Površina po osobi
[m²]

9095

3026

2252

3312

7

1

1

2

24 h

24 h

24 h

12 h

10

37

49

15

10

0

5

0

100

1000

100

10

WorkShop/
Radionica

Laser
Machin
es/Lase
rski
strojevi

Machine
Centers/
Strojna
središta

Office/
Ured

Description/
Opis
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Table 3. Scenarios for simulation runs

Winter/Zima

Lighting
control/Kontrola
osvjetljenja

Shading/Zasjenjenje

1
1
1
1
1

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

YES
YES
YES
YES
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
NO

1

0.2

NO

NO

1

0.2

NO

NO

1

0.2

NO

NO

15

1

0.2

YES

YES

B

15

1

0.2

NO

NO

S11

C

15

1

0.2

YES

YES

S12

C

15

1

0.2

NO

NO

S13

C

15

0.5

0.5

NO

NO

S14

C

15

0.2

0.2

NO

NO

S15

C

15

0.5

0.2

NO

NO

S16

C

15

1

0.2

YES

NO

S17

C

15

1

0.2

NO

YES

Facade type/
Tip pročelja

Summer/Ljeto

Percentage of
glazing/Postotak
ostakljenja [%]
Additional
polycarbonat/
Dodatni polikarbonat
[%]

Tablica 3. Scenariji za simulacije

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

A
A
A
A
A

10
15
20
10
10

S6

A

15

S7

A

20

S8

A

10

S9

B

S10

25

25

ACH [h-1]

Table 4. Variation of façade options
Tablica 4. Mogućnosti izmjene pročelja
Façade
type/Tip
pročelja

Exterior
panel/Vanjska
ploča

Insulation/Izolacija

U-value/
U-vrijednost
[W m-2 K-1]

A

Metal/Metal

Mineral
wool/Mineralna vuna

0.26

Polyurethane
foam/Poliuretanska
pjena

0.1

Wood fiber
insulation
panel/Izolacijska
ploča od drvenog
vlakna

0.27

B

C

Metal
(zinc coated)/
Metal
(prevučen
cinkom)
Metal
(zinc coated)
/Metal
(prevučen
cinkom)

29

30
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Figures 12 and 13 show the simulated annual cooling
and heating loads [kWh.m-2.a-1] for all scenarios (as per
Table 3).

Figure 11. Simulated annual cooling load (area 1-3) for all
scenarios [kWh.m-2.a-1]
Slika 11. Simulacija opterećenja hlađenja kroz godinu
(klimatske zone 1-3) za sve scenarije [kWh.m-2.a1]
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Higher ventilation rates in the winter result in high
heating loads. An increase in the air change rate from0.2
h-1 (S12) to 0.5 h-1 (S13) resulted in a heating load
increase of approximately 50 kWh.m-2.a-1. However,
lower ventilation rates result in an increase in cooling
loads (scenarios S13 and S14). Scenario 12 (with low
ventilation rates in winter and high ventilation rates in
summer) displays both a considerable heating load
reduction and a modest reduction of the cooling load.
Scenario S16 with the lighting control feature reduces
internal gains due to daylight activated lighting, thus
reducing cooling load and increasing heating load.
Additionally, the scenario shows that, in this case,
energy demand for lighting could be reduced by 38% if
proper lighting control measures are implemented.
Automated operation of external shading reduces solar
gains and thus results in a slight cooling load reduction.
The best performing scenarios in the present study are
S9 and S11, which combine features such as lighting
and shading control together with effective ventilation
regimes, reducing thus both heating and cooling
demand.
These results display, in a simplified manner, the
potential of building design and operation optimization
via parametric simulation-assisted analysis of candidate
designs and available technological alternatives.

7. Life-cycle costs of building envelope

Figure 12. Simulated annual heating load (area 1-3) for all
scenarios [kWh.m-2.a-1]
Slika 12. Simulacija opterećenja grijanja kroz godinu
(klimatske zone 1-3) za sve scenarije [kWh.m-2.a-1]

The simulation results of different scenarios lead to a
number of observations:
Comparison of different glazing percentages in the
façade does not show significant differences in terms of
cooling and heating loads. For example, scenarios S1
(10% glazing) and S2 (15% glazing) display similar
loads. Likewise, scenarios S5 (10% glazing) and S8
(10% glazing and 25% polycarbonate glazing) are rather
similar in view of the resulting loads. The same holds
true for different façade types (S2, S9, and S11), as they
do not display noteworthy differences in terms of
cooling and heating loads. This is in part due to the
building's high compactness and high internal loads.

Based on the results of the simulation study, the façade
could be identified as an important buildingconstruction element determining the building
performance of the building. It incorporates the features
of shading, natural ventilation and glazing, which again
have the main impact on the saving potential and
therefore on the life cycle costs.
Due to great internal heat gains, the impact of thermal
insulation on energy consumption for heating and
cooling is negligible (comparing scenario 9 and scenario
11). Using the alternatives-evaluation approach three
facades systems (Table 5) for the preliminary planned
facility as described in chapter 4 were compiled and
compared using the net present value approach [33].
To provide for LC-cost comparability, three façade
alternatives feature the same parameters:
− Integrated electrical shading devices,
− Automated windows with the same percentage of
glazing,
− Similar thermal standard considering the heat
transfer coefficient (U-values differ due to
thermal bridges and product specifications
therefore a range is stated: between 0.27 and 0.31
W/m²K).
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Table 5. Description of three façade systems and their investment costs and life cycle costs after 36 years of operation
Tablica 5. Opis tri sustava pročelja: investicijski troškovi i troškovi životnog vijeka nakon 36 godina upotrebe

Façade
type/
Tip
fasade

Exterior
panel/
Vanjska
ploča

Structure/
Sastav

3-layer
wood panel/
3-slojna
drvena ploča

Steel liner tray/
čelični linijski
blok

Shading/
Zasjenjenje

Insulation/Izolacija/
mm

U-value/
Uvrijednost
W m-2 K-1

Investment
costs/
Investicijski
troškoviTho
usand/ tisuću
EUR

LCC36
Thousand/
tisuću EUR

Horizontal
lamellas
Mineral wool/
A
180
921 +25% 1 435 +3%
/Horizontalne Mineralna vuna
lamele
Polyurethane
Metal
foam
(zinc
(sandwich
coated)/
Steel/
Blinds/
B
panel)/
100
694
1 389
Metal
čelik
žaluzine
Poliuretanska
0.27-0.32
(prevučen
pjena (slojevita
cinkom)
ploča)
Wood fiber
Metal
insulation
Cross laminated
Vertical
(zinc
panel/
timber/
lamellas/
coated)/
C
Izolacijska
120
948 +27% 1 389
Poprečno
vertikalne
Metal
ploča od
lamelirano drvo
lamele
(prevučen
drvenog
cinkom)
vlakna
Building model input/Ulazni podaci za model zgrade:
Façade area: 3900 m²; glazing: 15%; number of windows: 98; number of operable windows: 49/ Površina pročelja: 3900 m²;
ostakljenje: 15%; broj otkrilnih prozora: 98; Broj prozora: 49
Addition to type C: polycarbonate band-windows 10% of façade area/
Dodatak na tip C: prozori ispune polikarbonatnim pločama: 10% površine pročelja

32
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Figure 13. Life cycle costs of three façade types over thirty-six years of operation
Financial input: start of construction: 2012; Start of building operation: 2014; Period under review: 36 years;
Discount rate: 5.0%; Inflation: 2.5%; Advance of energy prices: 4.0%; Advance of labour costs: 3.0%
Price Sources: Austrian engineer companies, prices discounted to the year 2011
Slika 13. Troškovi vijeka trajanja tri tipa pročelja u razdoblju od trideset i šest godina
Ulazni financijski podaci: Početak gradnje: 2012; Početak korištenja zgrade: 2014; Razmatrano razdoblje: 36 godina;
Diskontna stopa: 5.0%; Inflacija: 2.5%; Predujam na cijenu energije: 4.0%; Predujam troškova rada: 3.0%
Izvor cijena: Austrijske inženjerske tvrtke, cijene diskontiraju do 2011

While the differences of initial investment costs range
up to 27%, after thirty-six years of operation the total
costs of construction, operation, cleaning, maintenance
and renewal hardly differ anymore. The reason for this
is shown in Figure 13. While façade type A and C are
initially more expensive, after 36 years type B turns out
to be as expensive as the other two by using components
with a shorter life cycle as well as devices that need
more maintenance (e.g. blinds, electric windows) and
cleaning effort (e.g. metal coating).

As research has shown [34][35], the results of life-cycle
costing is highly sensitive to the chosen discount rate as
well as the period under review. The higher the discount
rate is, the lower is the impact of future events. The
results of these life cycle costs are not to be seen as
absolute values or prediction. Benefiting from its
relative analysis of alternatives they give a good
evaluation of how individual façade systems can
economically vary over time in relation to each other
[36].

8. Conclusions
This paper presented preliminary results regarding an
integrated simulation approach within the ongoing
research project INFO. The project background, scope
and challenges were discussed.
Preliminary measurement results of heat-emissions from
machines and observations of production processes
showed high fluctuations during the day, ranging from
90 to 200 kW within the analysed production facility.
As a partial contribution, the impact of different design
and operational options (e.g. façade types, window
areas, ventilation rates, lighting and shading control) on
the indoor climate and energy performance of an
industrial facility was specifically explored. Based on

these illustrative simulation results, it can be said that
high heat-emission rates of machines during the
production processes result in space overheating in the
summer period. Thereby, conduction gains and losses
through the building envelope play a secondary role.
The presented results underline the importance of
effective operation regimes (for lighting, shading, and
ventilation system) toward reducing the building's
cooling and lighting demand.
Life cycle costing methodology combined with thermal
simulation proves to be an important tool for decision
making throughout planning process. It enables the
discussion on effective energy-efficiency measurements
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already in the early planning phases and prevents the
implementation of costly, but inefficient constructions.
On the other hand, through evaluation of alternatives the
best performing-design in the long-term view can be
identified. The precondition for implementation and
appreciation of such methods is the paradigm-change
from the still mostly short-term ROI (Return of
Investment) focused planning towards more long-term
oriented strategies for achievement of sustainability in
the industrial sector.
Currently different HVAC system components and
solutions will be integrated in the simulation process, to
identify those which most suitably address high internal
gains and characteristic envelope features of industrial
facilities.
The next steps involve the coupling of all sub-models
including the thermal performance sub-model (modelled
in the EnergyPlus application), an energy supply- and
heating system model realized in Dymola [37], and a
production machinery model (generated in Matlab).
Thereby, the BCVTB environment [38] is being utilized
for data exchange between the sub-models. The
experiences made in this process will be used in further
steps toward a fully coupled simulation and analysis
environment for the comprehensive (multi-aspect)
evaluation of industrial production facilities. As the
final outcome of the project, an integrated simulation
will be compiled, balancing the energy-costs based on
thermal simulations of machines and building with lifecycle costs and benefits on the corporate level. Finally,
a guideline for the design of energy-efficient industrial
facilities together with a model for an energy-certificate
for industrial buildings will be developed.
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